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UNNERVE RENEWED VIGOR RIGHTEOUS FURY

    The target unit suffers a -1 

modifier to all Morale Check rolls, 

for every 3 magic points spent.

    Unit makes one free round of 

attacks at the end of Event II.  

These may be either ranged or 

combat attacks.  

    Cost in magic Points is 

determined by Troop Type:

   Peasants:   2 magic points

   Yeomen:      3 magic points

   Knights:      4 magic points 

   Creatures/Characters:  

                   Make 1 attack 

                   per Magic Point. 

    This spell effects Troops and 

Creatures/Characters differently.   

    A unit of Troops roll two dice 

when attacking in melee combat 

during Event IV.  The higher of the 

two dice rolls is the unit’s melee 

result.  This spell has no effect on 

Berserkers.

    A target Creature/Character rolls 

3 additional dice in melee combat.  

    Cost is 3 magic points.
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BLINDING SPEED BLADEMASTRY TELEPORT

    The unit may make an immediate 

move at the end of Event II, moving 

1” for every Magic Point used on 

the spell.

    The unit may attack to its flanks 

or rear during this turn’s Event V, 

and gains a +1 Melee Combat 

modifier.  

    Cost is 4 magic points.

    Friendly target vanishes and 

reappears anywhere within spell range 

of the caster, but not into Melee.  May 

not voluntarily enter Melee Combat in 

the same turn.

    Cost is 1 magic point for every 2 

troops (or) 1 Vitality.  

    If spell is reduced below the required 

amount, the caster may choose to 

complete the spell or not.  If the spell 

continues, the unit suffers 

damage/losses until its size or 

remaining Vitality becomes appropriate 

for the spell to work.
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POWER BOOST MASSIVE ILLUSION SHROUD

    May only be cast on another 

Spell Caster.  The target caster 

gains an increased range to all 

spells, equal to +1” for every Magic 

Point of this spell.    

    Maximum augmented distance 

may never be more than double 

the caster’s usual spell range.

    Place a large Creature on the board 

within half the caster’s Spell Range.  

This creature may move, but may not 

make any attacks.  Neither enemy, nor 

friendly forces may move through the 

illusion. The Creature’s base should be 

no larger than 3”x3”.  It blocks line of 

sight and hinders enemy movement.  

    It will disappear at the beginning of 

the next turn’s Event I.  This spell may 

only successfully cast once per game, by 

each side. 

    Cost is 6 Magic Points.

    All ranged/magical ranged 

attacks directed at the target suffer 

a -1 modifier to all damage or hit 

rolls.  

    Cost is 3 magic points.
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ENERGY BURST LURE SELF-INFLICTED DAMAGE
    The closest enemy unit must be the 

main target.  

    Roll 3 dice.  Results of 5+ cause 

damage.  This roll is modified by 

target’s Armor Value.  

    For all other unengaged enemy units 

within line of sight, roll a single D6 for 

each.  A result of 6 will cause damage.    

    The caster itself suffers 1 point of 

damage on the D6 roll of a 6.

    Cost is 4 Magic Points.

    Range is 24”.  If the enemy unit 

wishes to make a ranged attack, or 

engage a unit in combat, it must attack 

the caster or the unit that the caster is 

attached to.  

    If the caster (or attached unit) are 

outside of the Target’s Movement or 

Range Distance, the spell has no effect.

  Magic cost determined by target:

    Peasants:    4 Magic Points.

    Yeomen:   5 Magic Points.

    Knights:   6 Magic Points.

    Creatures/Machines:   

         3  M. Pts. +1 per target Vitality.

    The target suffers a Melee 

Combat attack, as if it were 

targeting itself.  

    This attack gains no bonuses for 

charging, or 1st turn of combat.  All 

other modifiers apply.  

    Magic Point cost determined by 

the target:  

 Troops:  Make 1 attack for 6  

 Magic Points.

 Individuals/Creatures: 

 Make 1 attack for each Magic 

 Point spent.
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COUNTER-MAGIC ILLUSORY MAGIC

    Reduces the strength of an 

enemy’s spell by 1 for every 1 

magic point spent on Counter-

Magic.  

    The caster using Counter-Magic 

must be within range of either the 

enemy caster, or the target of the 

spell.
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